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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, there is a lot of interest in studying dynamic spatial phenomena. There are various
dynamic phenomena in the world among which moving objects are worth exemplifying.
Recently, moving objects are getting attention in database applications and in visualization.
Moving objects are of two categories: individual moving objects and group moving objects. As
visualization is important for various human activities like navigation, planning, monitoring, and
academic accomplishments, the selection of the appropriate visualization method for a particular
application is important. It is, however, not always known what ‘appropriate’ is in a particular
context. This research is concerned with individual moving objects and their movement
behavior. The research focused on visualization of the trajectory movement characteristics of
these individual moving objects. The main goal of this research is to find the optimal
representation for visualizing moving objects (more precisely: walking people). Four
representations are considered in this research: the single static map, multiple static maps,
animation, and the space-time cube. The study is conducted by considering four movement
characteristics (or aspects of moving objects): speed change, returns, stops, and path of
movement. The ability of users to perceive and understand these aspects from the four
representation methods is studied. To achieve the goal, a user test is conducted using the
questionnaire method (the users performing tasks). The visualizations were prepared on three
levels of complexity - the complexity varying in the number of objects represented and the
geometry of the trajectory along which they move (Level 1 with one object and simplest in
complexity of geometry of the trajectory; Level 2 with two objects and more complex geometry
of the trajectory; and Level 3 with three objects and most complex geometry of the trajectory).
A prediction about suitability was made based on theory, cartographic knowledge, and common
sense. The prediction shows that animation is better than the other methods for visualizing
returns and speed change at all levels, and path at Level 2. In the other aspects and levels of
complexity animation had equal suitability with the other methods. However, the prediction is
not enough to make the selection of the best method for a particular use. Thus, user test is
needed. The result of the suitability after test illustrates that users perceive and understand the
movement characteristics better in an animation than in the other representations, at different
levels of complexity. Animation is most suitable for stops at Level 1, for returns at Level 3, and
for speed change at Level 1. In the rest, animation has equal suitability with one or more of the
other methods, except for path at Level 2 where the space-time cube is most suitable. In the
overall result, therefore, animation is found to be the optimal representation for moving objects
(walking people).
Key words: Change, Movement, Moving objects, Trajectory, Visualization, Single static map,
Multiple static maps, Animation, Space-time cube
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1. INTRODUCTION
Visualization through graphic representations has been an effective way to communicate with
both abstract and concrete ideas. Its application is expanding in many disciplines, for example, in
cartography, engineering and medicine. The use of graphics makes communication and analysis
easy. In a geo-visualization environment, graphics (like maps) help to visually understand
relationships, patterns, trends, and movements in a number of ways, for instance using multiple
representations without constraints (Kraak and Ormeling 2003).

The representation of

spatiotemporal phenomena in graphic visualization consists of three important components: time,
space, and attribute. Time is receiving increasing attention in geo-visualization environments;
without it the study of spatiotemporal process, changes or events cannot be successful (Kraak
and Ormeling 2003). The most commonly used spatiotemporal visualization techniques are
static maps (single and multiple), animated maps and the space-time cube (STC).
The use of static maps is one of the earliest applications of geo-visualization. In single static
maps, graphic variables (position, form, orientation, color, size, etc) are used to indicate changes
in time or represent an event at a certain time moment.

In the temporal representations

perspective, small multiples display a set of maps, each for different events in time and change
therefore, is depicted in successive snapshots (Slocum 1999). In small multiples, the temporal
sequence is represented by a spatial sequence for the user to perceive the variation in time (Kraak
and Ormeling 2003; de By et al. 2004). Computer animations have become important tools in
the cartographic application in recent times. Animations are all about changes (in locations,
attributes and/or time) (Kraak 1999).

They show relationships and correlations between

geographic phenomena and time (Karl 1992; Ogao 2002). Animations are conceived to be
important, e.g. in monitoring activities, in account of detection of change and perception of
spatiotemporal patterns and trends of the represented dynamic object (Blok 2005). An important
concept in Time-Geography is also the space-time cube where space is represented along the x
and y axis and time is represented along the z axis (Kraak and Koussoulakou 2004). It is a 3D
representation of movement, or paths where the user can visualize changes, durations, and other
aspects of paths in time of, for example, people, cars, or animals. The classical space-time cube
studies deal with the behavior of humans considering certain activities of individuals like
following a path through space and time (Xia and Kraak 2005). Kraak and Koussoulakou (2004)
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stated that a better exploration and understanding of temporal events in the geo-world requires
the integration of geo-visualization with the space-time cube.
As regards the relative effectiveness of representation of spatiotemporal geographic objects and
acquiring knowledge about these objects from static maps, animation, and the space-time cube,
experts have significantly different views. Blok (2005), among others, has raised a question as to
whether animations are effective media for visualization. Some argued that animated maps
might be better than static maps and others contended to the contrary based on the use of context.
Cartographic animations show process directly and static maps hardly show dynamic aspects of
reality (Karl, 1992). To show changes in time and space, multiple still images can be placed on a
page but they may become too small and consequently, difficult to compare (Dorling and
Openshaw 1994). Dorling and Openshaw (1994) deducted that changes and patterns can be
shown on a page in a sequence of static maps on condition that the dynamic information is
extremely simple. Temporal animation has fascinating advantages over temporal static maps
(series) particularly in depicting real world process and trends, and in explaining spatial
relationship (Kraak and Ormeling 2003).
On the other hand, Tversky (2002) contended that the recently undertaken experiments failed to
show the effectiveness of animations over static maps for learning on the reason that animations
lack equivalent and comparable contents. They also mentioned that complexity of the content in
(non-interactive) animations challenges comprehension.

According to Kim and Yoon (2007),

animations are not more effective than equivalent static graphics in learning for low cognition
(comprehension) related learners. Fabrikant (2005) mentioned that experimental researches in
many fields have shown that static graphics facilitate comprehension and communication of
complex phenomena.
Moreover, earlier geo-visualization studies (Kraak, 2003; Kristensson, et al, 2007; Weghe,
2004)) explained that the space-time cube representation is powerful in revealing complex
spatiotemporal patterns of moving objects, for the fact that time and spatial information are
displayed simultaneously. Kraak (2003) explained that the space-time cube is most suitable for
the display and analysis of paths of phenomena where time is represented in the third dimension.
It can also be applicable for real time monitoring, for example, running races. Kristensson et al
(2007), however, argued that the actual usefulness of the space-time cube representation in
revealing complex spatiotemporal patterns has not been empirically validated. They further
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asserted in their investigation by comparing the space-time cube and baseline 2D representations
that the space-time cube is at least worth further investigation, for example by varying data
density (complexity), choice of maps, domains or level of expertise.
There are significant researches done on static maps and animations and few on the Space-Time
Cube that discuss on their effectiveness in representing dynamic phenomena in various fields
(Tversky, Morrison et al. 2002; Blok, 2005; Fabrikant, 2005; Fabrikant and Goldsberry, 2005;
Opach, 2007). However, there are contradictions and doubts as to the suitability of static maps,
animations, and/or the space-time cube in terms of understanding, communication, and
geographic knowledge acquisition. Evaluation of static maps, animations, and/or the space-time
cube could best be carried out based on the purpose, user tasks, and characteristics of the data.
The possibility of extracting relevant information and discovering geospatial knowledge can be
important measures of effectiveness (Blok, 2005). The degree users detect and comprehend
change, understand spatiotemporal patterns, identify important geospatial objects and their
attributes explain the effectiveness of cartographic representations. The problem is that there is
hardly clearly established knowledge (but many doubts and questions) as to whether static maps,
animation, and/or the space-time cube is/are optimal in the visualization of dynamic phenomena.
To fill this gap of knowledge (Kumar, 2005), some researchers come up with results that make
animations superior to the other cartographic representations, while there are arguments
otherwise as well. The question addressed here is which representation (single static map,
multiple static maps, animation, and/or the space-time cube) can be considered optimal in the
visualization of moving objects?
These issues form the prime impetus for this research. This research aims at narrowing the gap
in knowledge by representing moving objects in single static map, animation, and the space-time
cube to find which method is optimal for moving objects (with an application involving walking
people). The research is conducted at different levels of complexity (in terms of number of
objects and the geometry of the trajectory) of the objects represented. Speed change, returns,
stops and path of movement are subject for investigation. The ability of the users to perceive and
understand these aspects from different levels of complexity is the consideration on which the
assessment is undertaken.

It will be of assistance, in addition to determining the optimal

representation method, in terms of illustrating the influence of the level of complexity in the
visualization of moving objects.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHOD
2.1 Design and Implementation
The investigation of the suitability of visualizations to represent moving objects demands a clear
and explainable methodological structure. Their movement characteristics are determined from
literature (Andrienko and Andrienko, 2007; Blok, 2005; Meratnia and de By, 2004). The design
is undertaken in such a way that makes clear (as much as possible) the movement characteristics
of the objects (walking people). The representations are designed without interactive interface,
but a minimum interactive environment is given to animation and the video version of the spacetime cube (the video version of the space-time cube enables the observers to see in different
views). Data are prepared fictitiously. They are prepared in such a way that they would
maintain the movement characteristics determined to be represented and suit the design of the
representations.
2.2 How the Visualizations Work
All the representations are designed to have three levels of complexity, using the datasets of level
one, level two and level three, prepared with one object, two objects and four objects
respectively. The level of complexity not only varies with the number of objects represented, but
also with the geometry of the trajectory along which the objects move. Even though the same
data are used for all the representations, the representation of aspects such as speed changes, or
returns might not be the same. For example, it is difficult to represent stops in single static maps.
For distinguishing between the moving objects, they are given different colors. At the first level
of complexity, where there is only one object, it is given a green color. At the second level of
complexity, the two objects are colored red and blue, and at the third level of complexity, the
four objects are colored red, blue, green, and yellow. Red, blue, and green are used repeatedly
because they are easy to distinguish them on the grey background. . To exploit the potential of
the representations in depicting spatio-temporal behaviors of moving objects, every possibility is
attempted. For example, animation is accompanied by growing path; and the space-time cube is
prepared with foot prints, grids for space and time indication, and it is also provided to users as a
video to enable the users to see different views.
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2.3 Test and Analysis
In this phase, a user test is conducted to evaluate the suitability of static maps, animation, and the
space-time cube in different levels of complexity. The users were kept in controlled room where
they were provided with the representations.

To fill their perception, understanding and

acquisition of spatial knowledge, questionnaires were provided.
2.4 The Representations
2.4.1 Single Static Maps
In the single static maps, the three aspects (speed change, return, and path) were represented in
the three levels of complexity (see Figures 2, 3 and 4). The paths of the movement of each
object are displayed by line symbols so that the routes of movement can be easily depicted. To
represent speed change, point symbols are used along the path at regular intervals. This will help
visualize speed change from the distance travelled in that time interval. In order to reduce
confusion, different symbols are used for ‘start’, ‘return’ and ‘end’ (see the legend in Figure 1).
For each object, the start time is given to show, for example, which object arrives first at a
certain location.

Figure 1 Legends used in static maps.

Figure 2. The first level of complexity for the single static maps with one moving object
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Figure 3. The second level of complexity for the single static maps with two moving objects

Figure 4. The third level of complexity for the single static maps with four moving objects

2.4.2 Multiple Static Maps
For the multiple static maps, the start and end symbol together with the symbols for location and
direction are used. The loop symbol for return is not used because return can be visualized from
the previous snapshot. The start time is also given on the first snapshot. In multiple static maps,
all the aspects are represented at three levels of complexity (See Figures 5, 6 and 7). Speed
change can be visualized by distance travelled between two snapshots and by comparing with the
previous map (similar to the single static maps). Returns can be visualized by the location of the
object and the direction indicated by the triangle. Stops can be represented by the location of the
object on the same location in more than one snapshot. The trajectories of movement grow from
the start up to the end. So on the last snapshot, the total path travelled is displayed.
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Figure 5. The first level of complexity for the multiple static maps with one moving object

Figure 6. The second level of complexity for the multiple static maps with two moving objects
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Figure 7. The third level of complexity for the multiple static maps with four moving objects
2.4.3 Animation
Like the single static and the multiple static maps, the animation is designed at three levels of
complexity (see Figures 8 A, B and C). The figures below show the display at the end of each
animation. The animations have both the moving point and moving lines together. The lines
show the path of the movement throughout the whole display.

The point symbol for location

used here is “dot” instead of an arrow. The minimum interaction environment is given (stop,
pause, and rewind).

Figure 8. (A) The first level of complexity of the animation with one moving object; (B) the
second level of complexity of the animation with two moving objects; and (C) the third
level of complexity of the animation with four moving objects
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2.4.4 The Space-time Cube
Like all other representations, the space-time cube is designed in three levels of complexity (see
Figures 9, 10 and 11). The background color of the space time cube is kept grey in order to have
contrast with the objects (especially the main paths that move upward with time). The spatial
coverage of the base map is shown on the (X, Y) axis while the time attribute is represented by
the vertical axis (T). To clearly depict the path of movement, the foot print is displayed on the
map. It shows the trajectory in space. Time is represented by the upward movement of the path
from the start. Vertical lines that divide the space of the cube and horizontal lines across at every
15 minutes intervals are displayed as reference to locate objects in space and time.

Figure 9. The first level of complexity for the space-time cube with one moving object.

Figure 10. The second level of complexity for the space-time cube with two moving objects.
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Figure 11. The third level of complexity for the space-time cube with four moving objects.

2.5 Implementation of the Design
The point data are developed in such ways that have the movement characteristics of walking
people (stops, returns, speed change, and path).

A series of segments is needed for the moving

objects in the animation to show the development of the paths over time. This is done to enrich
animation in visualizing the movement characteristics. The series of segments are created
directly from the digitized point features. Points and segments are used for building both the
static maps and the animation. For the paths of the single static maps, other line data are
developed.
The time attribute is important since movement is a spatiotemporal phenomenon. A time
attribute is added to both the point and the segment data. The time attribute of the line shape file
is needed for the animation only. For the space-time cube the point data are used.

2.6 . Measures of Evaluation
In this research, the power of single static maps, multiple static maps, animation, and the spacetime cube in terms of representing some movement characteristics of walking people is tested
against the three International Organization for Standardization (ISO) usability measures–
efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction.
In the context of conceptualizing and understanding the movement characteristics of the walking
people represented in this research, the following questions can be asked to give context
definitions for the measures of usability.
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Do the representation methods clearly depict the aspects of the moving objects
represented?



Can the users clearly and easily conceptualize the aspects of the moving objects
represented?



Does it take the users’ reasonable effort and time to conceptualize these aspects?



Do the users feel comfortable with the representation methods used to visualize the
selected aspects?

In this research, the first and second questions help to define effectiveness; the third question
defines efficiency; and the fourth defines satisfaction. They are defined below.


Effectiveness: whether or not the representation enables to execute the tasks correctly.



Efficiency: Whether or not the representation enables to execute the tasks easily (with
minimum effort) and quickly (with minimum time).



Satisfaction: How acceptable is the representation in terms of representing moving
objects (walking people).

2.7 Empirical Testing
2.7.1

Test Methods

Assessing the effectiveness and efficiency or investigating the satisfaction of the users with the
representation methods is realized by selection of appropriate usability test methods. Some
commonly used methods are questionnaires, interviews, focus group discussion and the think
aloud method.
In this research, the questionnaire method (with users performing tasks) has been used. It is
appropriate basically because it enables us to gather both objective data (correctness of answers)
and subjective data that provide information about the three commonly used measures of
usability (efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction).

2.7.2

Materials and Environment

In the process of data entry, organization and analysis of two materials were made ready: the
representations (in a computer) and the questionnaire document (in hard copy).

The four

representations (single static map, multiple static maps, animation, and the space-time cube)
were stored in different folders in all the computers in the cluster that was used to conduct the
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evaluation session. Each folder contained the representations at three levels of complexity. The
users opened the visualization required for the tasks section of the questionnaire. The real
Space-Time Cube couldn’t be used because it might create problems if users unintentionally use
unnecessary function in the software. Failure in the functioning of the software may also happen
and in this case it may need time to restart it. In this case, it might also need to work with the
data to display the data in the space time cube again. Thus, it is prepared in a video version.
This is done to give the participants the opportunity to see different views of the space-time cube
to perform the tasks, to pause at a certain view and to continue to another view.
The questionnaire gives important notes first, like definitions of terms and the legend. Next, the
tasks came, divided into three parts: part one included questions related to the conceptualization
and understanding of the movement characteristics, part two holds questions related to the
usability measures (effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction), and the third part questions about
possible improvements of the visualizations. The experiment was conducted in one room with
enough computers to work individually. In the session, discussion was not allowed. In case
more explanation was needed, they raised their hand and ask the evaluator.

2.7.3

Piloting and Sample Selection

A selection of users who would understand the visualizations was considered essential. For this
research, the geoinformatics MSc students (graduating class) were selected. But before the
evaluation session with the students, a pilot test was conducted with two participants. The
participants in the pilot test were students in other programs in ITC. From the pilot, it is
managed to understand that it is not easy for students with relatively little experience with
different visualizations to understand the representations. Thus, geoinformatics MSc students
were selected as appropriate test participants because they gained the required level of
knowledge about the visualizations during their study. The number of test participants was
sixteen. These participants were placed in four groups with the intention to encounter each
group with the four visualization methods at different levels of complexity, but each group was
answering questions about another aspect of movement for a particular visualization method.
This was done to reduce learning effects from one visualization method to the other and to
enable the assessment of the impact on different levels of complexity.
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Test Sessions

The test session was held on 18 January 2008 at 10:40. It took 1:30 hours to finish the tasks.
The visualizations were briefly introduced to inform and familiarize the participants. After
explaining the objectives of the research and what aspects the participants are supposed to see,
sample visualizations for a single static map, multiple static maps, and the space-time cube were
shown by the experimenter. A sample animation was not prepared with the assumption that it is
easy for the participants to understand it; thus, reduce the learning effect. After 15 minutes
introduction, each user was provided with a questionnaire. Then completed questionnaires have
been collected.
In the first part of the questionnaire, the participants were asked to answer questions about each
aspect for a different visualization method, at various levels of complexity (see Table 1).
Table1. Number of respondents in each representation for each aspect at all levels of complexity.
The same respondents answered at each level of the respective method and aspect.
Aspects

Single

Stops

Multiples

Animation

STC

Total

4

4

4

12

Returns

4

4

4

4

16

Speed change

4

4

4

4

16

Path

4

4

4

4

16

12

16

16

16

Total

Note:  -Group 1;  -Group 2;  -Group 3;  -Group 4
The data collected were analyzed based on the percentage of respondents who gave correct
answers given in the questionnaires (about the movement characteristics depicted in the
representations). For the aspects which have two questions, the average percentage is taken.
In part two of the tasks in the questionnaire, users were asked to rate the effectiveness,
efficiency, and satisfaction of the visualizations for the different aspects as low, moderate, and
high. The participants also rated the visualizations at different levels of complexity. Since the
purpose of this research is to find which method is most suitable for which aspect and at what
level, only high ratings given by the users are used to determine the suitability. Low scores
would probably mean low levels of acceptance by the users, which should be avoided in
applications of the visualizations.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Results
3.1.1 Conceptualizing Aspects of Moving Objects: Correctness of Answers
The correctness of answers in each representation for each aspect at different level of complexity
is analyzed in this part (Fig.12). The result shows that for stops the users answered most
correctly in the space-time cube at Level 1, in multiple static maps at Level 2, and in animation
at Level 3. For returns, correctness is the highest in single static map at Levels 1 and 2 and in
animation at Level 3. For speed change the highest is in animation at Levels 1 and 3, and in
animation and the single static map at Level 2 (their difference is less than 5%).
100
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Sinlge
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Multiple

50

Animation

40

STC

30
20
10
0
L1

L2
Stops

L3

L1

L2

L3

Returns

L1

L2

L3

Speed change

L2

L3

Path

Aspects

Figure 12. Correct answers (in %) for each aspect at different levels of complexity of the
visualizations
In depicting path, users answered most correctly in the space-time cube at Level 2 and in
animation at Level 3. Extracting information about speed change seems the most challenging
task. Single static and multiple static maps have zero percent at Level 1, while the space-time
cube (STC) has zero percent at all levels of complexity. The space-time cube has also zero value
for returns at Level 1.
3.1.2. Impact of Level of Complexity and overall Result
With respect to the impact of the level of complexity in the visualization, there is no uniform
trend in the results (Figure 12). In some cases, the correctness is very low at Level 1 and high at
a higher level; in other cases, it is the other way round. However, in some representations and
for some aspects, there is an indication that the complexity influences the visualization. For
example, it has influences in single static map in visualizing returns; and in the space-time cube
in visualizing stops and path.
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The average of each level (Fig. 13) for each aspect, describes that for returns users answer most
correctly with single static maps. Both animation and the space-time cube score best (having
almost equal values, difference less than five percent) for stops, and path. Related to speed
change, the participants answered most correctly using animation. Generally, the results in this
part indicate that more than 50 percent of the respondents answered correctly using the animation
for all aspects, while in the other representations it varies significantly from one aspect to
another.
100
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Multiples

50
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40

STC

30
20
10
0
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Return

Speed change

Path

Aspects

Figure 13. Correctness of answers in each representation for each aspect at all levels
3.1.3 Usability Measures
3.1.3.1. Effectiveness
The percentage of participants who gave “high” scores for the effectiveness is shown in figure
14.

Animation scores the highest at Levels 1 and 3 for stops, at Level 2 for returns, and at

Levels 1 and 2 for speed change. For the rest, it shares high scores with the other methods. The
space-time cube has no high values in most of the aspects. The general result (the average of all
levels in each aspect) shows that animation has got the highest effectiveness for all aspects.

High scores (%)
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Figure 14. Percentage of “high” scores for the effectiveness of each representation (per aspect
and level of complexity)
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3.1.3.2. Efficiency
The percentage of high scores for the efficiency of the representations is shown in figure 15. The
scores of animation are highest at all levels for stops, at Levels 2 and 3 for returns, at Level 1 for
speed change, and at Level 3 for path.

It has equal efficiency scores with multiple static maps

at Level 1 for returns, and with all the methods at Level 2 for path. It has no high scores for
efficiency at Levels 2 and 3 for speed change. The space-time cube and single static maps lack
more high scores than the other methods. Generally (taking the average of all levels in each
aspect), animation is the most efficient method, especially for stops, returns, and path.
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Speed change
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L3
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Figure 15. Percentage of “high” scores for the efficiency of each representation (per aspect and
level of complexity).
3.1.3.3. Satisfaction
The percentage of high scores for satisfaction and the visualizations given to the users is
illustrated in figure 16. Animation has highest scores at Levels 1 and 3 for stops, at all the levels
for returns and at Level 1 for speed change, while it has no high scores at Levels 2 and 3 for
speed change. The other methods lack more high scores for different aspects. Thus, animation
gives greatest satisfaction to users (taking the average of all levels in each aspect), especially for
stops and returns.
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Figure 16. Percentage of “high” scores for the satisfaction of each representation (per aspect
and level of complexity).

3.1.4. Impact of Level of Complexity on the Usability of the Visualizations and overall Result
The overall usability of the representations varies with the level of complexity (Fig. 17). In each
representation, the percentage of the high scores is large at Level 1 and descends towards Level
3. However, the situation for the space-time cube for speed change is an exception; here it
ascends from Level 1 to Level 2. This might be because users have learned from the lower level
and in effect got a better impression in higher level to perceive and understand speed change in
the space-time cube.
The results at each level of complexity show that animation is the most usable at all levels of
complexity for visualizing stops and returns, at Level 3 for path, and at Level 1 for speed
change. The space-time cube is the most usable for speed change at Levels 2 and 3 and for path
at Level 2.
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Figure 17. The impact of the level of complexity in the visualization for each aspect

The overall result (the average of high ratings of all levels for the usability measures:
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction-regardless of the level of complexity) (Fig. 18)
describes that animation is the most usable method for all aspects. Another important depiction
is that the usability of the space-time cube is very low for visualizing returns as compared to the
other methods.
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Figure 18. Overall usability taking the average of high scores of all levels in all usability
measures (effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction)
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3.1.5. Adjusted Framework
From the literature, knowledge and common sense, a framework (predicted) as to the suitability
of the visualizations for showing returns, stops, speed change, and path at three levels of
complexity (Table 2) was developed. An adjusted framework is developed after test and analysis.
For the purpose of adjusting the framework (Table 3), both the correctness and usability
measures are considered.

The percentages in correctness and usability at each level are added

and their average percentage is taken. The resulting percentages are translated into three classes
as shown below:


0-<50 = low



50-<75 = moderate



75-100 = high

According to the adjusted framework, animation has high suitability for stops at Level 1, and at
all levels for returns. For the visualization of path, the space-time cube has high suitability at
Level 1. Space -time cube is the most suitable in depicting path may be because the main paths
are accompanied by the footprints. Overall, the framework shows that animation is the most
suitable method.

Table 2. Predicted suitability of the representations at three levels of complexity: from low
(Level 1) to high (Level 3). The predicted suitability is represented by tints from light
(low) to dark (high). Stops are not tested for single static maps. Since the questions
related to path needed more than two objects, Level 1 is skipped.

Stops
Methods
Single

L1 L2 L3
NA NA NA

Speed
Returns
change
Path
Complexities
L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L2 L3

Multiple
Animation
STC
Note: NA= Not Applicable; L1, L2, L3=levels of complexity.
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Table 3. Adjusted framework from the results found out in 3.1.2.
Stops
Methods
Single

L1 L2 L3
NA NA NA

Speed
Returns
change
Path
Complexities
L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L2 L3

Multiple
Animation
STC
Note: NA= Not Applicable; L1, L2, L3=levels of complexity.

3.2 DISCUSSION
The results found (in part 3.1.1 about the conceptualization (correctness) and in 3.1.2 about the
subjective usability) are different. In conceptualization, the level of complexity has no influence
on the perception and understanding of users.

Sometimes, the percentage of correctness

increases with the level of complexity, other times it decreases. Increase may be because the
users learn at the lower level and when they come to the next higher level, they perceive and
understand things better. So there may be a learning effect even though the participants saw
different trajectories at each level of a representation.
The subjective suitability results clearly show that the level of complexity matters, as expected.
The level of complexity had an impact on the effectiveness and efficiency of the methods, and on
the satisfaction of the users.
In the two results, however, given the difference, the general situation reflects that animation is
the most suitable representation because it has got overall higher scores in both results
(regardless of the levels of complexity and the aspects). An important thing in animation is that
it has no high scores in efficiency and satisfaction for the visualization of speed change at Levels
2 and 3 (even in the correctness and effectiveness measures, its value for speed change is the
lowest of all other aspects). This implies that perceiving change in speed in animation is difficult
at high complexities.
For the purpose of adjusting the framework both the results in the correctness and the subjective
usability are considered. Thus, according to the framework, animation is the most suitable
representation, except that the space time cube is more suitable for showing path at Level 2.
That animation is the most suitable may be because it shows real dynamics and that makes it
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easier for users to perceive and understand the aspects.
The predicted framework and the adjusted one have some similarities and differences. The two
frameworks are similar for multiple static maps for all aspects except for path at Level 2. That
is, the prediction almost fits the results found after assessment. There are bigger differences for
the space-time cube than for the other representations. The suitability of the space-time cube is
lower than expected. This might be because of two reasons: 1) the space-time cube requires
higher expertise than the other representations. 2) The space-time cube perhaps needs the real
interactive interface. If we see the most suitable representation (animation), the predicted and
the resulting suitability are similar for visualizing stops at Levels 1 and 3, returns at Levels 1 and
2, and path at Level 3. In the rest, they show differences. Generally, the two frameworks show
that animation is the most suitable representation.

4. CONCLUSION
The main goal of this research was to find the optimal visualization for moving objects (for an
application involving walking people). Moving objects exhibit various behaviors, among which
their movement behavior was the concern of this research. This research was about investigating
how users can understand and acquire geospatial knowledge about moving people from
cartographic representations (static maps, animation, and the space-time cube). In the course of
investigating the optimal representation, there is the issue of comparability. Many researches
make comparisons of these representations to find which one is more effective for a particular
use. Some contend that comparability should be taken into account so as to come to the
deduction that one is more effective than the other.
In this research, comparability has not been an important issue.

Finding the optimal

representation is made without the demand that all the representations should be exactly the same
in design. Except for the stops in single static maps, however, the information that could be
extracted is comparable in each map type, while leaving the potential power of each
representation unaffected. A minimum interactive environment is given to animation and the
video version of the space-time cube to enable the users to stop, pause, and rewind. So, when
trying to find the optimal representation (for example, for moving objects), the possible potential
of the representations is maintained. In effect, in this research, every possibility to exploit the
potential of the representations is undertaken.
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growing path and the space-time cube is prepared with foot prints, grids for space and time
indication, and it is also provided to users as a video to enable the users to see different views.
Thus, whether these representations are comparable with the static maps is not of prime
importance.
After making the assessments in this research, overall, it is found out that animation is the
optimal representation for most aspects (stops, returns and speed change) of moving objects (for
walking people application).

It has been easier for users of animation to conceive and

understand the movement characteristics (stops, returns, speed change, and path) than other
representations. It might be because dynamics can more easily and lively be seen in animation
than in the other representations.

That is, the real dynamics of the objects can be seen

(represented) in animation. The result of this research can also be used for other applications,
such as the visualization of moving cars for visualizing traffic situations, visualizing clouds for
meteorological application, visualizing migration of birds (without considering altitude), and
hurricanes to visualize their movement (in which speed, direction change, etc can be seen.
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